Movements & actions (4-5)
Word-family map

- attracts
- attracted
- attracting
- main attraction
- tourist attraction
- unattractive
- unattracively
- attraction
- attractiveness
- attractive
- attractively
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Word-family map

defends
defended
defending

defend yourself
defensive
driving
defense

undefended
indefensible
indefensibly

defense
defendant
defender
defensiveness
defensive
defensible
defenseless
defensively
defensibly
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Word-family map

cease

ceases
ceased
ceasing

ceasefire

unceasing
incessant
deceased

cessation
ceaseless
ceaselessly
incessantly
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Word-family map

occupies
occupied
occupying

occupied territory
occupational hazard
occupational therapy

occupy

unoccupied

occupation
occupier
occupant
occupancy
occupational
occupationally
Movements & actions (4-5)

Multiple-meaning-word map

He worked the 7 P.M. to 7 A.M. **shift**, often sleeping right in the station. (Young Thomas Edison)

Lately, she comes over all the time. But she only wants to see my brother. I do not like this **shift** in our friendship. (Yo, Yolanda)

When a cheetah runs, its claws dig into the earth like the cleats on soccer shoes. This stops it from slipping and gives it the power to make a fast **shift** in its path. (The cheetah)

All summer long, my grandmother organized my cousins and me into work **shifts**, heading into the fields to pick beans or cucumbers or helping in the kitchen with the cooking and canning. (Ruby Bridges)

Marsha took his face between her palms and kissed him gently on the forehead. He **shifted**, but didn't wake up. (Unexpected fortune)

The sand may **shift** in all directions. As the sand **shifts**, it sometimes builds up along the shoreline. (Changing shores)

a period of time when a worker should be working (n)

a change in a situation or idea (n)

to move a little bit (v)
 Movements & actions (4-5)
Multiple-meaning-word map

If a driver has too many points in a particular period, the license to drive will be suspended.
(States vary in their requirements)

asked to leave school, work, or a team for some time (adj)

I’d been bounced out of two different colleges, suspended for failing to attend class, for not completing the work.
(Geeks)

Mickey said, "You're in an awfully big hurry." "You would be, too, if Mr. Jacobi had it in for you. One more time in his office and I'll be suspended."
(The April Fool's mystery)

paused or delayed (v)

The helicopter is temporarily suspended, roaring at full throttle but motionless in the sky.
(Flying blind)

hung or hanging in the air or from something (adj)

Strange and beautiful plants seemed to dangle in the air, suspended from the great Kapok tree.
(The great Kapok tree)

I asked the House a week ago to suspend its judgment because the facts were not clear, but I do not feel that any reason now exists why we should not form our own opinions upon this pitiful episode.
(Winston Churchill)
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